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On a broad view, the principal interest of the Act was political;
for it opened up the prospect of a far-reaching change in the balance
of power in Far Eastern waters by promising to reduce American
commitments there to vanishing-point at a time when the Japanese
were on the war-path. If and when the Filipinos obtained their com-
plete independence of the United States, including the sacred right,
or formidable responsibility, of providing exclusively out of their own
resources for their own national defence, the probable effect would
be the creation of something like a local political vacuum; and since
the Philippines happened to lie near the centre of the Far Eastern
area of tension, midway between Japan on the one side and Southern
China, Malaya and Australia on the other, it was not impossible that
this political vacuum might draw the surrounding political forces into
a serious collision. This was the aspect of the Philippine independence
problem which impressed itself, at the time when the legislation was
pending at Washington, not only upon outside observers but also
upon the then American Secretary of State, and former American
Governor-General of the Philippines, Mr. Henry L. Stimson.1 This
was not, however, the main ground on which the issue of indepen-
dence was contested, either in the United States or in the Islands
themselves. The American public saw the problem first and foremost
in terms of American economic interests, while the Filipino intelli-
gentsia were concerned to secure complete political independence
from the United States at the lowest economic price to which the
Americans could be induced to agree. The question of how, with
diminished economic resources, to defend against third parties the
political independence which the United States was conceding, was
a matter to which the Filipinos appear to have given little consider
tion at this stage—even after its importance and urgency had been
advertised, in a sensational way, by the renewed militancy of their
Japanese neighbours.
The political and economic aspects of the problem of Philippine
independence were linked together by the taking for granted on the
American side, and the tacit acceptance on the Filipino side, of a
principle, governing the relations between the Philippines and the
United States, which was accredit to the American people* This
principle was that, so long as the Philippines remained a depen-
dency of the United States, the Filipinos must count as children
of the household and must not be denied those economic advan-
tages in the United States which would belong to them by natural
right as members of the family. These advantages included the free
1 See pp. 564-5 below.

